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ABSTRACT

Literature is an imagination work that gives enjoyment and knowledge to the readers. They will get enjoyment when they read. Besides, literature gives deep and wide advantages about culture. One way to express human expressions to appreciate with literary and all human live have been written in the kind of literary.

The purpose of this studying to find out the suffering of the main character, Chris Gardner. To describe the causes of Chris Gardner’s suffering, to explain Chris Gardner’s ways to solve his suffering in the film of “The Pursuit of Happyness”. In conducting this study, the researcher applied descriptive qualitative research as the research design because it explained about the phenomena which had already existed in the film. The researcher used objective approach because in analyzing this film the researcher did not study the author’s life, author’s feeling and emotion, the idea of society or educational background, but the researcher focused on analyzing the author’s work.

Based on the result of data analysis, it was found that there were three kinds of Chris Gardner’s suffering in the film they are Chris had been left by Linda for going to New York, Chris was disappointed and frustrated because he could not pay the motel and Chris was hit a by car. Then, there were three causes of Chris Gardner’s suffering. They are Chris Gardner’s carelessness to tying to be entrepreneur, Chris Garner did not learn from past experience and Chris Gardner took the Bone Density Scanner from madman. Afterwards, there were three the ways Chris solved his suffering. They were Chris Gardner did positive action, Chris Gardner was queued in glade memorial to get a room sleep, and tried to sell the Bone Density Scanner.

Keywords: (Literature, film, the Pursuit of Happyness, Chris Garner’s suffering, Bone Density Scanner)
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